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About PFL Robinia
PFL was founded in 2005 with the aim of
providing professional high quality
playground services for the UK market at
competitive prices.
PFL Robinia has been established to provide

playground and fitness products in an
organic shaped natural timber.
Robinia is known for it’s strong resistance
to rot and fungus, In addition, it is
possible to design unique & bespoke

playground equipment to suit your needs.

STANDARDS

MANUFACTURE

GUARANTEES

PFL Robinia equipment is

PFL Robinia has a particular

PFL Robinia gives 2 years

designed to meet the

focus when it comes to

warranty against defects

applicable requirements

safety. We manufacture

in materials and

for a safe play area in

and assemble the products

workmanship.

accordance with EN1176.

in the factory. This ensures
all equipment is to the

In addition, a 15 year

In addition, some of our

highest quality

guarantee is provided for

products are tested and

construction.

degradation caused by rot

approved by TÜV Produkt
Service.

and fungus on the Robinia
The multiplay units leave

timber (please see Terms

the factory pre-assembled

and Conditions for full

All equipment undergoes

reducing the time required

warranty information).

accredited in house testing,

for installation on site.

approved by Norske
VERITAS.
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MATERIAL INFORMATION
TIMBER
PFL Robinia products have an extremely long
life. The equipment is primarily manufactured
from Class 1 Robinia (Robinia Pseudoacacia),
which is a wood species with unique properties
in terms of strength and durability.
The Robinia species consist solely of core

wood. It is the durability of contact with the
ground that makes Robinia particularly
suitable for use in the manufacture of play
equipment, which means a long life, without
the need for the use of wood treatments.
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Wood is a living material, which means that
small cracks may develop over time. These
cracks generally have no effect on the
durability of the timber.
Besides Robinia we use Larch for the
construction of roof and floor platforms.

STAINING
Some elements of our equipment are
painted in different colours. All
products can be delivered naturally.

FITTINGS AND SCREWS
PFL Robinia primarily uses
stainless steel fittings
ensuring a high quality
finish and a long life.

ROPES AND CLIMBING
PFL Robinia uses nylon twine
with steel core to ensure
longevity and resistance to
vandalism.
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Looking after Our Environment

Botanical name: robinia pseudoacacia L.
Other name: false acacia.
The Robinia tree was introduced to France at the beginning of the 17th
century by Jean Robin, the court gardener in Paris. Robinia was introduced
because of its beauty to be used as ornamental trees. Their commercial
properties were only discovered later.
Robinia is the only wood that is categorised in resistance class 1 (DIN EN
350-2) compared to oak 2 and pine 4. Hence robinia can be used for
outdoor structures without protective treatment, making it a great
alternative to tropical woods. It is very heavy and considerably more
solid than oak.
PFL Robinia only uses FSC Certified Robinia
from sustainably managed forests

BESPOKE CLIMBING FRAMES

MAKING YOUR DESIGN DREAMS INTO A
REALITY
We understand that in the 21st Century children and
families expect more from the play areas provided.
Supporting architects and designers, we can turn your
ideas into the finished article

Play houses

At PFL Robinia, we are constantly developing
new play houses. Our very popular ‘Troll
House’ has unusual angles for toddlers to
explore. There is a small entrance so the
children can feel enclosed and safe whilst they
use their imaginations.
The leaning window is a signature of our
products. In addition we can decorate our play
houses with natural figures like ladybirds and
sunflowers. These can be bespoke to suit our
customer’s preference.
Play value is our main priority when
designing our products. We always look to
implement as much fun play functions as
possible. For example, sand and water play
elements such as buckets, sand mills, gutters
etc.
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TROLL HOUSE
Includes windows, bench and floor

Playhouse with counter and

Playhouse on raised Robinia legs

Playhouse on raised Robinia legs

Play Panels with window, counter and

with bucket on pulley and chain and
palisade box 2x2m

play table

Platform 80 x 100cm. Height 40cm

Sunflower Platform 120 x 80

window panel

and palisade sand box 2x2m

x 100cm. Height 40cm
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Robinia play car

Robinia Bench length

Large Playhouse

Medium Playhouse

Small Playhouse

Ship with rudder and
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200cm. Height approx. 35cm

binoculars

Playhouse with our signature leaf roof
and Labybird

Sunflower Sand Play with two

play tables, round play table, sand/water
slides and stainless steel play set
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SHELTERS
PFL Robinia offers a wide range of natural
shelters. Ideal for outdoor classrooms and
parks.

Open Shelter
350 x 350 cm
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Octagon with semi enclosed sides
and benches. Size Ø 450 cm

Semi enclosed Hexagon with three fully
enclosed sides and benches
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Our Robinia swing sets can be purchased with
tyre, flat or cradle seats. It also comes with a nest
swing.
Not only do they look visually stimulating,

swings are a focal point for children to socialise
and a core piece of equipment for any play area.

Robinia swing set with tyre seats
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Nest Swing with Ø 100 cm basket

Triple Sunflower Swing with
basket, cradle and belt swing

Robinia Rocking Rack with

Pendulum Swing with Ø 120 cm

cradle seat approx. 2 x 2m

basket

Double Robinia Swing with two

Sunflower Rocking Rack

swing seats and a basket Ø 100 cm

with cradle and belt seats
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TRIM TRAIL
PFL Robinia has designed our trim trail range

Since we produce the vast majority of

to maximise functionality. Additional focus

elements ourselves, we assure good quality,

has been on providing inclusion and social

innovative design and excellent value for

play.

money.

Sometimes it’s difficult to visualise the
equipment’s play value. For example, the
Rotating Ladder is suspended in a stainless
steel swivel joint and the Dynamic Balance
Board is excellent for training the sensitive

balance muscles in the core and legs.

We only use the best quality materials in our
products, such as rope with steel twine and
stainless steel chains and fixings.
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Rope Balance Beam with
Ø 15cm rope

Robinia Balance Beam

Robinia Balance
Bridge

Robinia Hanging Beams
with stainless steel rings

Dynamic Wobble Beam/
Slackline

Rotating ladder with

Balancing Net

with support rope. Length 2m

Robinia stepping posts
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Triple Balancing Net

Incline Rope Handrail

Stainless Steel Slide Bars

Robinia Stepping Posts

Incline Triple balance
Net

Incline Diamond
Balance Net

for installation on a mound
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Crawling Tunnel

Slide with Ramp Access

Tunnel length 200 cm. Ø 63 cm
on Robinia posts

1m height with Robinia posts

Embankment Slide

Wide Embankment Slide 100

H. 125 cm

cm wide H. 200 cm with Robinia
platform

Robinia Balance Posts

Multi Balance with balance
bridge and net
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ROBINIA SOURCING
PFL Robinia imports our timber from forests
in Eastern Europe. As our factory is close to
the sawmills we guarantee the best quality
timber at the right prices.
PFL Robinia sources every diameter and
length of timber required, allowing us to

manufacturer to your imagination!
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CLIMBING AND TOWER
STRUCTURES
PFL Robinia develops climbing and tower

Our products use the natural characteristics

structures to create fantastic play areas. We

of the Robinia timber within the design. We

consider both social and motor skills in our

also ensure that our play houses provide a

designs.

welcoming and exciting play environment.

We can provide unique tower systems
combined with a variety of climbing nets.

We can provide our products in painted,
stained or a natural finish. The choice is yours!

Our products are manufactured in our factory
in Denmark. We pre-assemble everything to
ensure a quality finish and to ensure ease of

installation. Where possible items will be
shipped assembled reducing the installation
time and cost.
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Balancing/Climbing Circuit
with double climbing net, walking rope,

Large Parkour ‘Wobble
Bridge

slackline, balance beam, crawler net and
rotary ladder

Large Climbing Structure with
horizontal climbing net, walking rope,
triangular net and balance stumps on a

Basic Parkour system with
stainless steel sliding bars and
Robinia/rope ladder

rope

Balancing Play Tower with

stepping posts, incline stepping posts
and slide

Climbing Play Tower with

slide, climbing wall, climbing net and
horizontal ropes
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Robinia Combi System with
large climbing net, fireman’s pole and
slide

Mega Climber with double climbing net, pedestrian rope, slackline,
balance beam, crawler net, rotary ladder, large Parkour wobble bridge,
traverse rings and more!
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Toddler Tower with ramp,
chimney, windows and slide

Spider Tower with large spider web,
climbing wall, Robinia rope ladder and
fireman’s pole

Tall Tower with climbing wall,

Large Combination Tower with

climbing net and slide

hexagonal climbing/multi system net
suspension bridge and 2m high play
tower with crawl ramp and slide

Pirate Ship with runway bridge,

Giant Climbing Combination

climbing net and slide.

with suspension bridge, crawler
tunnel, slides and much more!
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Pirate Ship with large balance rope,

Pirate Ship with large balance rope,

Triangular Climbing Tower

Tower with slide and ladder

Tower with slide, ladder and horizontal

Mini- Tower with slide, ramp, ladder,

sliding bars, porthole and ladder

with horizontal net, Robinia and net
ladder, climbing net and sliding bars

balance/climbing nets
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ramp, porthole and ladder

periscope and steering wheel

Large Pirate Ship with slide, large
climbing rope, ladder, steering wheel and
binoculars

Large Combination Tower with slide,

climbing frame,
spider web, net suspension bridge, climbing walls and much more!
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CABLEWAYS
PFL Robinia cableways look great. They are

available in 20m to 40m distances. We have
several variations including the popular

The cableway can be installed onto an area

double cableway.

with a slight slope or with one end raised

The traveller is high quality stainless steel
to ensure longevity.
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onto a mound. We also supply Robinia
runway platforms.

Robinia Cableway with stainless steel traveller, and wire,
wire tensioners, restraints and brake springs

RUBBER MATS
We can also supply grass mats to
protect the grass surface at
extremely competitive rates.
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ROCKING AND SPRINGERS
We’ve developed and exciting range of
rocking and springing items, even
combining the two for more fun!

4 Person Robinia
Seesaw
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Robinia Tumbling
Scramble Tunnel

Large Robinia Springing
Seesaw
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or Dataforsyning og Effektivisering

INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS
PFL Robinia develop our products in
collaboration with our partners, customers
and of course children.

INSPIRATION

INNOVATION

Our whole range is available to view at

Our product range has been developed to give
you a unique off the shelf offering or we can
make you something entirely bespoke. You will
also find our products are extremely good value
as we manufacture everything ourselves. All you
need to do is get in touch!

www.playgroundfacilities.co.uk
Art Work Design (AWD) is our range of
platform structures with added creative
elements, colour nuances and great play
value.

INFORMATION
We can work with you to develop your
perfect playground. You provide us with your
ideas, visions and sketches. This can be done
through face to face meetings or
electronically. We use our highly experienced
internal designers to turn your dreams into
reality, Ensuring all products and layouts
conform to the relevant standards.

!NSPIRATION
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!NFORMATION

!NNOVATION

As we develop your ideas we will produce

We look forward to being a part of your

technical drawings with an accompanying

upcoming playground project.

video (if required). This gives an in depth
insight into the structures. We can also
provide a design including landscaping.

Also, PFL can offer a full inspection, repairs

We can also offer a full design and installation

playground. We currently work with a

package for your project, including hard/soft

number of local authorities, developers,

landscaping and surfacing. We can liaise with

housing associations and facilities

the Local Authority planning department and

management companies. Please get in touch

provide a full cost breakdown.

for more details.

and maintenance package for your
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AWD005

AWD004

AWD003

AWD006

Tel: 01923 678432 · Email: info@playgroundfacilities.co.uk
Web: www.playgroundfacilities.co.uk

